From: Anthony B. Court <abcourt@abcourtse.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2021 5:02 PM
To: 'Naveen Waney' <nwaney@plattwhitelaw.com>; 'Kevin Carpenter'
<kevin.james.carpenter@gmail.com>
Cc: Pangilinan, Marlon <MPangilinan@sandiego.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] May 19, 2021 EERI-Seismic+Geologic Presentation to CCPG
**This email came from an external source. Be cautious about clicking on any links in this email or
opening attachments.**

Hi Naveen & Kevin & Marlon
I am attaching my presentation from last month FYI. Please enter into the record if feasible so that it
might be accessed by the rest of the CCPG. My hope and intent is that the EERI planning scenario study
and the CGS Alquist Priolo maps be considered in future planning deliberations.
Thank you.
Tony Court
Anthony B. Court, SE, SEAOC Fellow

A. B. Court & Associates
Structural, Seismic & Sustainable Engineering
4340 Hawk Street, San Diego, CA 92103
Phone: 619-546-7050 Alt: 619-840-3900

EERI Earthquake Planning
Scenario 2020

Implications for Clairemont
& Lower Tecolote Canyon
Presented to TCCAC by:
Anthony B. Court SE
SEAOC Fellow
EERI EQ Planning Scenario
Buildings & Infrastructure, Co-Chair

Key Scenario Objective:
Inform San Diego Regional Planners
regarding the Rose Canyon Fault and
help San Diego plan for an inevitable
future earthquake.
May 19, 2021

Local Faults & RCFZ Scenario EQ

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

SCENARIO EARTHQUAKE: M6.9 on RCF
Rose Canyon Fault EQ
–

–
–

Plausible & historically
repeating earthquake
Directly affects San Diego area.
Useful tool for regional
earthquake planning.

Scenario EQ Details
–

–

6.9 magnitude earthquake
– Surface fault slip: 2m (6.6 ft)
– Widespread Liquefaction
– High ground accelerations
Recurrence Interval 700 years
– “Design Level Earthquake”

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

Geohazards Summary – RCFZ Scenario EQ
•

Surface fault rupture
6.6 feet

•

Ground shaking
MMI = IX
PGA = 0.55g

•

Liquefaction displacements
4 ft to 6 ft horizontal
12” to 20” vertical

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

Rose Canyon Fault & High Liquefaction Potential

Geologic Hazard - Liquefaction

Tecolote
Canyon

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

Seismic Slope Instability

Tecolote
Canyon

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

EERI Scenario: Water Service Disruptions? FFE?

Loss of Water
Service

Line of Fault
Rupture
SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

Wastewater Systems

RCFZ

Rupture

Pt. Loma
Outfall

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

3-Interceptor
lines feeding Pt.
Loma severed
by fault.

Wastewater
ServiceWastewater
DisruptionsService Disruptions
EERI Scenario:

No Water
Service
= No Sewer
Service

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

No access
To Pt. Loma.
Sewer empties
into River & Bay

Wastewater System v. Geo-Hazards

Tecolote
Canyon

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

Interstate 5 & 8 Intersection

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

Pure Water San Diego

Pure Water San Diego Phase 1

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

Example: Hayward Fault step-overs (SFPUC)

https://www.structuremag.org/?p=4073

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

Courtesy of URS Corp

Christchurch NZ: M6.3 Earthquake, February 2011 – Central Business District

SAN DIEGO EARTHQUAKE PLANNING SCENARIO

Christchurch Building Damage & Central Business District (CBD)

CBD – 80%
loss after 5
years

- Rebuilding the CBD with Greenspace 2011-2041 – how to avoid?

Preliminary Recommendations:
1. Integrate Geologic/Seismic Hazard
considerations into City Planning process.
2. Avoid development in high hazard zones.
(avoid Christchurch 2011 problem)
3. Consider open space and recreational uses for
the lower Tecolote Canyon areas rather than
high density developments.
4. Caution: for specific projects, consult geologists
and seismologists for more detailed
assessments.

https://sandiego.eeri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/EERI-San-Diego-Scenario-2020.pdf

From: Melanie Rocks <melaknee7@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2021 10:23 PM
To: Pangilinan, Marlon <MPangilinan@sandiego.gov>; Munson, Carrie <CMunson@sandiego.gov>;
Gloria, Todd (External) <MayorToddGloria@sandiego.gov>; nwaney@plattwhitelaw.com
<nwaney@plattwhitelaw.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] CCPU Comment Letter - Creating a Tecolote Park/Community Connection & SDTRC
Re-Zone/Retaining Recreational Opportunities for Older Communities
**This email came from an external source. Be cautious about clicking on any links in this email or
opening attachments.**

Mr. Pangilinan, Ms. Munson, Ms. Naveen, and Mayor Gloria,
I am writing regarding the May 2021 Draft Clairemont Community Plan update. Overall
I am very impressed with the plan and commend the preparers for the thought and effort
that has been put into the plan. I do have two suggestions that I sincerely hope will be
re-visited prior to plan finalization. These include creating a viable community
connection to Tecolote Community Park and retaining recreational opportunities in this
older community by maintaining Recreational zoning for the San Diego Tennis &
Racquet Club land.
Tecolote community park is a great park but has no real connection to nearby
communities- it is very isolated from local residential areas. The residences to the north
have limited connection the park; there are no roadways from residential areas straight
to the park, and looping around Knoxville if walking or biking is awkward and requires
going along extremely narrow and busy streets (so not very safe). Residences to the
south are significantly higher topographically so don't have a direct connection. As a
result, this park feels isolated and does not have a community 'feel'. By creating a
surface street connection from Bay Park at Nashville or Tonopah Street, the City could
create positive effects for for the park and for area traffic. The park would be used more
by local residents and create a more community-oriented feel. Secondly, it could have
significant traffic alleviation effects. A second access route from Bay Park to the
Tecolote/I-5 interchange would significantly relieve traffic along the south end of Morena
as well as at the very constrained Morena/Knoxville intersection. Much of the traffic
through this area comes from the the residential areas to the northeast, so another
'track' to get to the Tecolote/I-5 connector could significantly alleviate traffic issues at
this intersection. This will be more and more important as the population grows in this
area due to re-zoning and redevelopment along this corridor.
Secondly, I would like to strongly urge you to retain recreational usage for the land
currently occupied by the San Diego Tennis & Racquet Club. This land is currently
zoned Recreation, however under the new plan would be zoned Residential. As an
older community, Bay Park and surrounding areas are significantly constrained in terms
of recreational facilities; there are far fewer parks and community recreational
opportunities than in newer areas of the City. Though we are across the highway
Mission Bay, it is a regional park and is extremely crowded (it's difficult to even park

some days) therefore doesn't truly serve as a local/community recreation
opportunity. By changing the tennis club land from recreational to residential, the City of
San Diego would remove an important recreational opportunity for local residents and
further constrain local recreational opportunies. Whether this land stays as a tennis and
racquet club or becomes some other recreational facility, it is important to retain the few
sites that are recreation-oriented in the neighborhood; the entire community has been
built out around this land and no other vacant lands are available for such uses. I hope
that planners and City representatives will consider the long-term effects of this change
on local residents and retain this area for Recreational usage.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment on the draft plan.
Best,
Melanie Rocks
Bay Park

July 9, 2021
Marlon Pangilinan
Planning Department
9485 Aero Drive
San Diego, CA 92123

Re: Comments on draft Clairemont Community Plan
Dear Marlon:
I appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the Clairemont Community Plan. I also appreciate
the opportunity to discuss concerns with you and Tait Galloway of the Planning Department. In general, I
found the document very well written. However, I do have concerns. First let me summarize my five major
concerns and observations and then I will provide detailed recommendations for revisions.
1.

Prime Industrial Designation Along the Morena Corridor North of Balboa Avenue. Per our
conversation, KMA’s study for the Planning Department found that only about 10% of the existing
uses are “prime industrial.” The intent at the time that “prime industrial” was established in 2008 as
part of the General Plan, was for Communities to verify and modify the Prime Industrial map in the
General Plan based on a more detailed/ accurate survey of existing business uses. Simply
duplicating the 2008 general plan map simply compounds the challenge to non-existing uses in this
area. Should 90% of the existing businesses leave.
Recommendation: Modify the Prime Industrial designation to reflect existing prime industrial uses
such as at the north end of Morena at Jutland and eliminate the non-conforming condition which
exists.

2.

Observation: By maintaining the Clairemont Height Overlay Zone of 30’ along the Morena corridor
reflects the desire of many residents in Bay Park. However with a zoning requirement of 13’ floor to
floor height on the ground floor, two story of residential at 9’ each would prohibit 3 stories of
construction which adversely impacts the economic viability of redevelopment of these narrow lots.
Minor refinements of how the 30’ height is measured with respect to to higher grade on the back
side of the properties or the allowance of building articulation to screen HVAC, solar, or elevator
penthouse might facilitate some redevelopment. Minor revision in the Zoning Code to allow
residential on a portion of thefront part of the ground floor in commercial zones would also help.
As currently proposed, I do not envision much of any redevelopment along Morena despite the
Morena Specific Plan and this Community Plan Update. The lack of redevelopment results will be
similar to what has occurred in the decades since the current community plan was adopted.

3.

It is critical to look at the potential implementation of the policies. It makes no sense to create
policies that academically sound good on paper, but are impractical or infeasible to implement. A
few examples are:

The park down Clairemont Drive; or the linear parks along Balboa Arms Drive or Mt. Alifan;
or urban parkways along Balboa Avenue within the Community Core. Is the city going to
condemn additional Right of Way to make this happen. Why would private property owners
give away the land for free and then be forced to pay to redevelop the park ways including
relocation of dry utilities? Has the Plan looked at the feasibility of the grades and existing
storm water systems that currently exists in these areas? How is the creation of an urban
parkway feasible over the Navy jet fuel line which runs from Pt Loma to Miramar which is
under the sidewalk on Balboa Ave? The community plan needs to be more than pretty lines
on a piece of paper. It should be a practical vision of a community that can be realistically
developed.
4.

Understanding the rezoning of the properties is critical to the implementation of the policies in the
community plan. For months, a major focus of the community plan update was where additional
residential density should be located. That has been established. Unfortunately, the City as it has
been promoting increased residential development and mixed use development has based new
zones as if they are pedestrian oriented. Home Depot, Target, Marshals, Kohls, any others in
community commercial centers such as Genesee Plaza, Balboa Mesa, and Clairemont Town Square
usually have a 5 mile minimum service area. These are uses that the community has expressed
interest in maintaining. Transit reduction for parking per the zoning code is only 14 percent.
Pedestrians and bikes may provide access to one to 2 percent of the clientele. This means that at
least 80% of te clientele are driving to these locations. This is why these types of properties are
currently zoned for auto oriented community commercial. The current CC-1- auto oriented
community commercial zoning already allows for mixed use residential and commercial
development with increased FAR bonuses for residential.
The proposed CC-3 zones or the MX- zones have requirements that will make every existing
community commercial center which is rezoned to be previously conforming. (See attached list of
code requirements in the CC-3 and MX- zones which would create non-conformingrequirements for
the existing CC-1-3 zones). As redevelopment occurs in the centers, most likely it will not be able to
comply with all of the new regulations regarding setbacks and transparencies to name a few. Does
this prohibit redevelopment? One example: At the northwest corner of Balboa & Genesee, would it
be economical to tear down the two office towers to try to move the buildings within 10’ of the
street?
Recommendation: Address the increased allowable residential density by adjusting the CC-1- auto
oriented community commercial zones to increased the density and allow the same FAR bonuses to
be also be applied to a height bonus which will actually make it feasible to build the increased
density. The CC-1 already has requirements for pedestrian pathways and building articulation.
Maybe these requirements are enhanced with increased density.

5.

It will be extremely important to understand the “environmental” impact of these polcies when the
PEIR is issued.

These have beenthe five main overarching observations and comments. The following are more detailed
comments and edits to the Community Plan:

Page 19 Land Use Element Goals
A vibrant,balanced, and pedestrian-oriented multi-modal community that provides residential, commercial,
office, industrial, and civic uses.
Comment: Recommend changing a vibrant, balanced, and “pedestrian oriented” community to a vibrant,
balanced multi-modal community. Focus should be on a balanced multi-modal community and not just
pedestrian oriented.
Page 27
Neighborhood Village
Neighborhood Village allows for pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use areas with neighborhood-serving office,
visitor, retail, and institutional uses, and promotes multi-family residential, including mixed-use buildings
with office or residential space above retail. Neighborhood Village also contains public gathering spaces
and/or civic uses.
The community plan should not be restricting residential above retail. As retail industry changes, it may be
desirable to have residential on the ground level versus vacant retail spaces that are not leasing.
Recommend allowing the zoning code to address the location. This will also allow for horizontal mixed use
development.
Community Commercial
Community Commercial allows a variety of commercial uses, such as retail, financial services, hotels, service
stations and office, that serve residents and workers in the community and adjacent communities.
Residential uses are allowed as part of mixed-use development that features ground floor commercial uses.
Comment: The community plan should not be restricting residential above retail. As retail industry changes,
it may be desirable to have residential on the ground level versus vacant retail spaces that are not leasing.
Recommend allowing the zoning code to address the location. This will also allow for horizontal mixed use
development.
Community Village
Community Village allows for commercial, office, and multi-family residential uses, including mixed-use with
office or residential space above retail space, with an emphasis on employment uses. This use also contains
public gathering spaces and/or civic uses. Large surface parking areas are discouraged.
Comment: The community plan should not be restricting residential above retail. As retail industry changes,
it may be desirable to have residential on the ground level versus vacant retail spaces that are not leasing.
Recommend allowing the zoning code to address the location. This will also allow for horizontal mixed use
development.
LU12

Create a linear park and multi-use urban paths through easements and through agreements with property
owners.
Comment: I have concerns about requiring granting easements which restrict future redevelopment. It is
difficult and costly time consuming process to remove easements. I am concerned about emphasis on linear
parks. Where is definition of linear park? I suggest using the language similar to the Mixed Use zones which
refer to pedestrian paseos.
LU-36 Provide Promote a landscaped setback along Clairemont Drive to separate development from
vehicular traffic exiting Interstate-5.
Comment: Community plans establish policies and zoning establishes regulations. Thus I recommend
changing “Provide” to “Promote.”
LU-37 Provide a Promote plazas for community gathering spaces, outdoor café seating, and retail uses across
from the transit station
Comment: Community plans establish policies and zoning establishes regulations. Thus I recommend
changing “Provide” to “Promote.”
Question: Page 65 Morena Corridor—How is all of this going to be done in properties that are only 125’
+/- depth with the Rose Canyon Fault line running under it?
Question: Figure 2-14 and 2-15 shows 3 story buildings below the 30’ height limit. How is that feasible with
the required minimum height for first floor commercial? This also does take into consideration the grade
along Morena running north-south or the grade east-west through the properties. I believe that these are
pretty pictures that are unrealistic. Do these land use policies for Morena Corridor promote or actually
create criteria that discourages redevelopment?
Page 71. Rose Creek/ Canyon Industrial Corridor
A large portion of the Rose Creek/Canyon Industrial Corridor is designated as Prime Industrial Land per the
General Plan (EP-7 through EP-12). Prime Industrial Land supports export-oriented base sector activities
which include manufacturing, research and development, assembly, corporate headquarters, warehousing,
distribution, marketing, and certain related professional and administrative functions associated with
product/ process conception, development, sales, and distribution.
Question: Figure 2-17 How many of the businesses currently in this area comply with “prime industrial”
designation. Part of the purpose of the Community Plan as established in the General Plan was to evaluate
the appropriateness of the “prime industrial” designation. Where is the survey of existing uses that was
done for the community plan and for the general plan to justify this “prime industrial” designation? Or is
the City just creating non-conforming uses. A challenge to the “the prime industrial” designation was what
carved the Costco out of the “prime industrial” designation when the General Plan was approved. Most of
the rest of this area was not compliant with “prime industrial” designation but they didn’t have the political
clout of Costco. Will property owners, who currently have non-prime industrial uses be able to release their
space to “non-prime industrial users?”

Question: Does the plan propose to maintain the 30’ height restriction in the Rose Creek/ Canyon Industrial
Corridor?
Bay View Village
SDR-3 Sidewalks along Clairemont Drive and Ingulf Street shall be 8 to 10 feet wide.
Question: Why not simply say that an “urban parkway” should be implemented like SDR-5 for Clairemont
Town Square. The intent of this policy is for properties along these street to dedicate addition frontage to
the city. This can have a negative impact on potential redevelopment.
Community Core
Density and Building Height
SDR-1 Any portion of a new building or structure exceeding 45 feet shall be located within the first 750 feet
of the intersection of Genesee Avenue and Balboa Avenue and away from the neighboring lower scale
residential areas along Balboa Arms Drive.
Question: How was the 750’ established? 750’ from the centerline of Balboa & Genesee almost reaches to
Mt. Etna and Genesee and on Balboa, 750’ reaches to the east side of Panera. If you comply with transition
angle proposed in SDR-4 (Figure 2-25), why can’t the property go up to 75 feet for the rest of the property?
SDR-5 Development shall provide an urban pathway and a linear park along the south side of Balboa Arms
Drive from Mount Abernathy Avenue to Derrick Drive, and along the north side of Mount Alifan from Mount
Abraham to Genesee Avenue. The standards for the required urban pathway and linear park are:
A. Urban Pathway – An urban pathway consisting of a minimum of 14 feet of publicright-of way from the
face of the curb to the property line. Within the urban pathway there shall include:
i. A 6-foot minimum landscaped parkway between the face of the curb and the pathway.
ii. An 8-foot minimum pedestrian pathway and furnishing zone between the landscaped parkway
and linear park.
Question: An urban parkway is called for along the south side of Balboa Arms from Mount Abernathy to
Derrick. Why is an urban parkway being proposed along the loading and back side of large retail? An urban
parkway requires 4’ of additional dedication and the relocation of the existing street trees. What is the
likelihood of this ever happening? What impact does this have on redevelopment in the rest of the center?
Since this is a part of CPIOZ A, this will push any other desired redevelopment in the rest of the center into a
discretionary permit. If you look at the existing grades, storm water system, and development along Mt.
Alifan, does an urban parkway make sense?
B. Linear Park – An average front setback of 30 feet that provides a publicly accessible linear park, which
would be adjacent to the urban pathway. Within the 30 feet front setback, development shall provide
publicly accessible plaza space, seating, and/or landscaping.

Question: A 30’ average linear park is called for along the south side of Balboa Arms from Mount Abernathy
to Derrick. Why is a linear park being proposed along the loading and back side of large retail? What is
going to activate the proposed plaza areas. Is this really practical given the grades behind Target, the
loading dock ramps and necessary truck and vehicular circulation in this area? What is the likelihood of this
ever happening? What impact does this have on redevelopment in the rest of the center? Since this is a
part of CPIOZ A, this will push any other desired redevelopment in the rest of the center into a discretionary
permit over. The property is not a blank slate for Planning to create an academic utopia. Writing
impractical criteria for CPIOZ A, undermines the intent of CPIOZ A. If you look at the existing grades and
development along Mt. Alifan does a linear park make sense?
According to Figure 2-18, the Community Core includes the south side of Balboa between Genesee Ave and
Mt. Alifan. Should it include the northwest corner of Balboa & Genesee? The illustrations all seem to
pertain to Genesee Plaza.
Page 114 Mobility Hub
Question: What is expected of private property to incorporate Mobility Hub?
Page 115 ME-34 Maintain or enhance roadway capacities for roadways identified as vehicular priority
corridors.
Question:

Which roadways are identified as vehicular priority corridors?

ME-37 Support the implementation of new streets and local road connections as part of future
redevelopment to break up the scale of large development superblocks, to increase connectivity, to improve
multi-modal mobility, and to alleviate congestion.
Comment: It is important to understand the purpose of the superblock. Roadways dividing shared parking
and the functions of the community commercial centers can be detrimental to the economic operation and
functioning of the community commercial center.
4.1 Urban Design Framework
Figure 4-1: Urban Design Framework Calls for
LINEAR PARKS located along the exterior of commercial centers that increase publicly accessible
space, allow for recreational amenities, and promote vitality and neighborhood livability.
Question: Who owns and maintains the linear parks: City or private property. Has staff looked at the grades
or the existing development adjacent to the proposed linear park?
Parks:
Question: How is a park going to be developed along Clairemont Drive? Doe the City propose to acqure all
of the property along Clairemont Drive and be willing to maintain a park?
Parkways: Are these “urban parkways?” How is the city going to acquire the 4’ of additional right of way to
establish it? Is this practical given current development? What impact does this have on existing and future

development? Who is paying for this parkway? An urban parkway is called for along Balboa where there is
a jet fuel line running from Pt. Loma to Miramar which makes implementation impractical. Along the north
side of Balboa there are buildings with grade differential that are 10’ from the property line which makes
the implementation of a Urban Parkway impractical. Just drawing lines on a piece of paper is easy, but the
plan should look at the feasibility of implementation and the adverse impact on redevelopment hich is the
key for implementing the community plan.
Compare the “village” at Balboa and Genesee with the community core in the Land Use section. Why don’t
the areas match?
UD-8 Set back tall landscape material or terrace development from the street corners of lots to maintain
designated views down public rights-of-ways.
Comment: is this visible given the Municipal Code requirements for street trees. Street trees control the
public view corridors and view sheds more than buildings that have a 30’ height limit.
4.3 Urban Greening
“Bio-retention and bio-infiltration facilities in the public right-of-way supplement the storm drain system and
help cleanse storm water of contaminants.”
Is bio retention proposed in the public R.O.W. to treat streets or is this allowed to treat private property run
off? Could be a very good idea, but who maintains the bio-filtration and is liable for the bio-filtration in the
R.O.W? The community plan identifies this in the last paragraph of Green Street section. Funding needs to
be identified before this becomes a requirement.
UD-18 Preserve existing mature trees in landscaping areas wherever possible, as they provide the greatest
environmental benefits to the community.
How do you maintain the existing mature street trees in the R.O.W. when the existing street trees in
commercial areas are not located between the curb and sidewalk?
UD-24 Space trees consistently at an equal interval to provide rhythm, continuity, as unifying a element in
the public right-of-way.
A. Plant trees parallel to each other across the street.
B. Plant street trees 20 to 25 feet on center along a street frontage.
Comment: Why create a conflict between the municipal code and community plan. Landscape ordinance
calls for canopy street trees at 30’ on center average. Suggest removing spacing requirement from the
community plan and defer to the municipal code which is implementing regulations. Suggest removing tree
spacing from Table 4-2.
4.6

Sustainable Building Design

Isn’t “sustainability” already addressed in the General Plan, CAP, and the California Green Building Code?
Why not just refer to them? Does staff think that current policies and regulations are inadequate? For

example UD-49: Orient buildings to minimize the extent of west facing facades and openings. But don’t
most of the buildings in Bay Park want to maximize their view of the bay and ocean?
Figure 8-1 Noise Contours—Do these reflect only airport contour maps or include freeway and trains? As
part of the development of ALUCP around SDIA, it was discovered that the noise in south Bankers Hill from
the freeway and train generated higher average noise contours than the planes.
These represent my observations from my review of the Clairemont Community Plan. Please contact me if
you have any questions regarding my comments.

Respectfully,

John C. Ziebarth

July 9, 2021
Marlon Pangilinan
Planning Department
9485 Aero Drive
San Diego, CA 92123

Re: Analysis of difference between Existing CC-1-3 zoning & CC-3-7
or MX- zoning
Dear Marlon:
The following identifies issues that will make the CC-1-3 zoned developments previously conforming and
non-conforming in the future. This will cause potential restrictions towards future redevelopment. Since
the Planning Department has started updating the Community Plans, they have added four CC-3- zones
which are pedestrian oriented with higher levels of residential densities, but not one automobile oriented
zone with higher residential densities. Does Planning intend for the auto ariented centers to be scraped to
rebuilt as pedestrian oriented centers so that the new development can meet the pedestrian oriented
requirements? Is there a reason why the existing centers are zoned CC-1-3 auto oriented? The majority of
customers within the 5 mile service area for Kohl’s, Home Depot, Target, or Marshal’s are not going to walk
or use transit.
For example:
1.
35% lot coverage when current parking occupies approximately 60+% of the site and pedestrian
pathways, plazas, and landscape ovvupies approximately 10% of the site.
2.
Most of the centers have parking between the buildings and the street. How do you put the
buildings next to the street to meet the new setback requirement and provide any visibility to
the tenants in the buildings in the back.
3.
How do you meet the transparency requirements of the CC-3-7 zone.
4.
With MX zones, only 30% of the parking can be surfaced versus the 100% that is generally
surface parking now.

CC-3-7
Density 54 du/ acre
35% lot coverage required; not currently
Transparency required; not currently
Setback 10’ max for 70 percent of site; not currently
Max height 65’; currently 45’; currently
No parking lot orientation; currently required

Max FAR 2.0 with 2.5 bonus for residential mixed use

Mixed Use Zones
Personal Vehicle Repair & Maintenance Not allowed in RMX zone
Automobile Service Stations not allowed in RM Zone
§131.0708 Development Regulations of Mixed-Use Zones The purpose and intent of the development
regulations is to allow increased density and flexibility, while maintaining ground floor pedestrian
orientation, connectivity and activation through design rather than use. (a) Within the mixed-use zones, no
structure or improvement shall be constructed, established, or altered, nor shall any premises be used
unless the premises complies with the regulations and standards in this Division and with any applicable
development regulations in Chapter 13, Article 2 (Overlay Zones) and Chapter 14 (General and Supplemental
Regulations). (b) A Neighborhood Development Permit or Site Development Permit is required for the types
of development identified in Section 143.0302, Table 143-03A.
Maximum front and street side setback 20’ for 60% of frontage.
EMX 1 and RMX 1 height 120’.
EMX1 and RMX1 Minimum ground floor height for Non-Residential is 13’
Supplemental Regulations :
Building Frontage Activation, Articulation, and Transparency
For non-residential uses, a minimum of 60 percent of the street wall area on the ground
floor shall be transparent. Example: 15’ ground floor would require 9’ of glass the entire
length of the building. At Genesee Plaza the retail buildings are 20+ feet high. This would
require 12’ high glass for the entire length of the building. A 100’ long building 20’ high
would require 1200 sf of glass. Current commercial zoning requirement for transparency is
50% of the length of the building should have glass between 3 and 10’ high. Thus for a 100’
long building 20’ high, only 350 sf of glass would be required which would be more energy
efficient and allow for shear walls, pilasters, and greater building articulations.
Pedestrian Entrances and Connections
Open Space Regulations for Residential Only
Parking Design
(a)

At grade off-street parking spaces are prohibited within the front and street yard.

(b)

Up to 30 percent of the total amount of required parking for each use can be at
grade off-street parking spaces, which shall be screened with landscaping, wrapped

buildings, or an architectural screen so they are not visible from the public right-ofway. If the at grade off-street parking spaces are screened with a building along all
street frontages, up to 100 percent of the required parking may be at grade offstreet parking spaces. Chain-link fencing around at grade off-street parking spaces is
prohibited. Existing or required driveways, curb cuts, and access lanes provided for
vehicular access, fire access, or pedestrian access to the parking area are exempt
from the screening requirement.
Basically, existing at grade off-street parking in the front and street setback can be
maintained as previously conforming. Only 30% of parking can be at grade and then only if
screened. How does that apply to existing non complying shopping centers? If additional
development is made, then what is the at-grade parking requirement that will be imposed
on the existing development?

Supplemental Regulations for Premises greater than 5 Acres
Loading area regulations
Visibility Area
Refuse and Recyclable Material Storage
Storage Requirements for Residential Only
Dwelling Unit Protection Regulations
The fundamental question is why is Planning trying to create non-conforming situations that will potentially
adversely impact the potential for redevelopment?
Respectfully,

John C. Ziebarth

Linear Park along Mt. Alifan—Feasible? Practical?

30’ wide Linear Park along Balboa Arms—Feasible? Practical?

14’ Urban Parkway along Balboa—Feasible? Practical? Existing 10’ ROW instead of 14” Jet fuel line
running down north side of Balboa. History: City received $12 million from Caltrans to take over
maintenance and ownership of Balboa Avenue that was a state highway. The city induced the owners of
Genesee Plaza and Balboa Mesa into agreeing to a traffic signal between the two centers in order to
create a pedestrian crossing. The City offered to pay for the signal and median from the money from
Caltrans. The money from Caltrans got spent elsewhere so the property owners reached an agreement

with Gary Halbert, the Director of Development Services at that time, that the property owners would
pay for the traffic signal and median along the length of Balboa Mesa and the city would be responsible
for the costs of creating noncontiguous sidewalks and relocation of dry utilities in the ROW. In addition,
that left the City responsible for the impact of relocating trees on top of the Navy jet fuel line that runs
up Genesee and turns under the sidewalk on the north side of Balboa Avenue. We met with the
representatives of the Navy to locate the traffic signal and paid for an extended traffic signal mast arm.

The policy calls for maintaining mature trees and yet the Urban Parkway policy requires that the mature
street trees be removed and replaced to create non-contiguous sidewalk. Which policy governs?
Street tree table calls for all of the street trees to be replaced with Tipuana Tipu. Yet, the street trees
along Balboa Avenue for Balboa Mesa and Genesee Plaza was established by the City of San Diego Urban
Forester in 2008. Why is this being changed. He also established the street tree along Balboa Arms. The
City of San Diego “Street Tree Selection Guide” describes the Tipu Tree as a large Canopied, deciduous
flowering tree with a height and spread of over 40 feet. If the tree has a spread of 40’, why does the
community plan call for them to be located 20’-25’ apart? Let zoning control the spacing which it does
already.
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July 1, 2021
Mr. Marlon Pangilinan
City of San Diego Planning Department
9485 Aero Drive, M.S. 413
San Diego, CA 92123
Dear Mr. Marlon Pangilinan:
This correspondence serves to comment on the draft Clairemont Community Plan Update (CPU)
distributed for public input in May 2021. I am providing this letter on behalf of the property
ownership (Merlone Geier) for the Clairemont Town Square site. We would like to express our
appreciation and general support for the goals, policies, and guidelines in the draft CCPU.
Merlone Geier has been engaged in the draft CPU process and hopes to continue to engage in
the CPU process and support the City’s CPU efforts.
Please consider the following comments on the draft CPU which Merlone Geier feels would
clarify the goals, policies, and guidelines in the draft CPU:
Pages 39-42:
• Please remove the references to real tenant names on all figures. The reason for this
request is that tenant names tend to change over time and this could create confusion
over the lifespan of the Community Plan.
• Under LU-12, please revise the language to state “Create a linear park or multi-use
urban paths…”
Pages 77-78:
• Under SDR-2, please revise the language to state “The maximum building height within
the Clairemont Town Square Village…”
• Under SDR-4, please revise the language to state “45-degree angled building envelope
plane sloping inward from the first 30 feet of a structure height to the maximum
structure height…”
• Under SDR-5, please revise the language to state “Development shall provide an urban
pathway or a linear park…”
• Please incorporate the Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) concept into the CPU
under the CPIOZ or the zoning. This TDR concept was presented to you via email by
Merlone Geier and Allen Matkins in a memo on September 1, 2020. The language in the
memo is attached to this letter for ease of reference. We respectfully request that the
TDR concept be incorporated into the CPIOZ or the zoning.

Pages 79-82 (also refer to the attached mark-up of Figures 2-19, 2-20, & 2-21):
Figure 2-19:
• Please revise the language on the left side of the figure to state “Existing Retail” where
it currently says “Existing Grocery Store”.
• Please revise the “Internal Courtyard” and “Community Green” section lines to add an
arrow pointing downward.
Figure 2-20:
• Please remove the “Existing Grocery Store”.
• Please revise the text along the section line to state “Landscaping”.
Figure 2-21:
• Please revise the title to state “Clairemont Town Center Frontage”
• Please revise the text along the section line to state “Loggia, Balcony, Porch, Building”.
• Please revise the text along the section line to state “Building Setback” and “Porch, Hall,
Mail Room, Building” and move the section line to the building façade.
• Please revise the text along the section line to state “Face of Curb Start of Linear Park”
and “Open Space / Plaza / Bus Stop” and move the section line out to the face of curb.
• Please add language between the two section lines stating “Width Varies” and add a
horizontal dimension line.
• Please add language stating “Linear Park” and add a vertical section line.
• Please add language stating ”Clairemont Dr or Clairemont Mesa Blvd”.
Thank you for considering these comments. Should you have any questions, please contact me
at sbossi@atlantissd.com or 619-523-1930.
Respectfully,

Steve Bossi
Senior Project Manager
Atlantis Group Land Use Consultants
Attachments:
Merlone Geier/Allen Matkins comments regarding TDRs from September 21, 2020
Mark-up of Draft CPU Figures 2-19, 2-20 & 2-21

COMMUNITY PLAN IMPLEMENTATION OVERLAY ZONE (CPIOZ)
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR)
The CPIOZ is applied within the boundaries of the Clairemont Mesa Community Plan
per Chapter _____, Article ____, Division ____ of the Municipal Code to regulate the TDR
program, which has been established to facilitate the development of critically needed housing in
locations near transit and existing commercial development. Figure ______, CPIOZ Type A –
TDR, identifies areas within the community where property owners may apply for a TDR.
A TDR would allow gross floor area to be transferred from a "sending site" to a
"receiving site" for the purpose of allowing full buildout of a subdivision's residential allocation.
The City Manager has the sole discretion to approve a TDR pursuant to the provisions of Chapter
_____, Article ____, Division ____ of the Municipal Code. If the proposed TDR complies with
the outlined procedures, does not result in an exceedance of the subdivision's overall residential
allocation, and is consistent with the applicable policies in the General Plan and Clairemont
Mesa Community Plan, a Certificate of Transfer shall be executed by the City Manager and both
property owners and recorded against the title of the "sending site" and the "receiving site" to
ensure all allowable TDR are monitored and tracked by the City.
Proposed development that does not comply with the development standards of the
underlying zone may be approved with a Site Development Permit per Chapter 13, Article 2,
Division 14 of the Municipal Code if the development complies with the otherwise applicable
regulations of the Municipal Code and is consistent with the applicable policies of the General
Plan and Clairemont Mesa Community Plan.

[NOTE 1: The TDR program should be further explained in the associated rezone. The proposed
TDR program should be based on the basic parameters of the existing program that is addressed
in the Centre City Planned Development Ordinance (SDMC §§ 156.0309(g)).]
[NOTE 2: Development that does not comply with the development standards of the underlying
zone would be subject to a Site Development Plan / Process Three pursuant to Table 132-14B,
Item (3), although an affordable or in-fill project and/or a sustainable building may be permitted
with a Neighborhood Development Permit decided in accordance with Process Two as stated in
footnote (1) (SDMC § 132.1402(b)).]
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Commented [JG1]: Do we need to clarify that this is to be
specific to sending sites that prior to subdivision exceeded a certain
amount of SF? I could see the City having some concern about
opening up the door for a full TDR program in Clairemont similar to
what has been done in UTC. What if the TDR program only applied
to sending sites that prior to subdivision were commercial in nature
and over 10 acres (or something along those lines)?
Commented [am2]: The TDR program will only apply to the
areas mapped as available – and presumably, the map will only show
your property. So the sending and receiving sites will be limited.
Commented [JG3]: Is there any way to exclude this “sole
discretion” language? Can we just jump to the next sentence?
Commented [am4]: Since the process is working downtown I
wanted to use the same language as the Centre City PDO. Other
than this, I am not sure how to get us an admin. decision.

Commented [JG5]: Can we use the CPIOZ to get around the
SDP or NDP requirement altogether?
Commented [am6]: I am not sure how to do that now. We will
need to work with staff to figure out how to do that. This language
was lifted wholesale from the Uptown CPU and I know it works and
is being used.

